OUR
BUSINESS

ACROSS ALL PARTS OF THE
BUSINESS, THE GLOBAL PANDEMIC
SUBSTANTIALLY DISRUPTED OUR
PLANS FOR THE 2019-20 SEASON.
BUT THE COMBINATION OF OUR
EXISTING PLANS FOR MAJOR
INCIDENT RESPONSES, TOGETHER
WITH THE GLOBAL NETWORK
BASED AROUND MANCHESTER
CITY’S SISTER CLUBS IN CITY
FOOTBALL GROUP (CFG), MEANT
THAT WE WERE ABLE TO MOVE FAST
AND EFFECTIVELY TO ENSURE THE
BEST POSSIBLE SUPPORT FOR OUR
PEOPLE AND OUR ORGANISATION.

In terms of our operational response, we were first alerted to news of the virus by our colleagues
in China, which enabled us to start planning early. Utilising the expertise of colleagues who have
experience of working within emergency services operations, together with our existing framework for
managing a significant incident, we immediately set up a response plan to deal with all aspects of the
disruption caused by COVID-19, and daily meetings were held by senior management to ensure we
stayed abreast of changing conditions.
Protecting our staff was a key principle underlying our plans. We made the decision very early on
that no staff would be furloughed under the UK Government’s Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme.
We also set up a team focused on staff communications and support, covering everything from team
meetings to mental health advice and healthy office set ups. We redeployed staff where possible and
offered those who were interested opportunities to volunteer.
With the impact of the pandemic being felt across the global economy, we worked closely with our
partners to find flexible and creative ways both to support the partnerships and serve our fans at
a time when no football was being played, and then later when matches resumed without fans.
Cisco, who joined as partners in October 2019, were perfectly positioned to provide their worldleading video conference software for use in varying scenarios – from games at the Etihad Stadium
to Official Supporter Club watch parties. TECNO supported Cityzens Giving programmes in India
to help low-income families through the crisis and Midea created an ‘At Home Challenge’ to
entertain fans during periods of lockdown, whilst PUMA offered free UK delivery.
COVID-19 had a significant impact on our own financial performance this year. Revenues were lost
or deferred to the 2020-21 season, but normal running costs stayed basically the same. Across all
competitions, only 20 games were played in front of fans at our stadium. When football resumed,
all Premier League, FA Cup and Champions League games were played behind closed doors, the
majority in July and August. All of this affected the Club’s revenues in numerous ways.Ticket and
all stadium related sales were interrupted and Seasoncards refunded. Broadcasting revenues were
reduced following rebates given by the Premier League to broadcasters and, importantly, all the
revenues related to the games played in July and August correspond to the 2019-20 season but will
only show in the 2020-21 accounts. Additionally, player trading activities that were planned for the
2019-20 season were executed after June 30th and will show in the 2020-21 accounts. At the same
time, while revenues were lost or postponed, the Club continued to incur the full monthly running
costs across the whole year, after taking the decision not to furlough staff. Further costs directly
attributable to COVID-19 increased following additional support for staff and community donations.
As a result, our revenues for this financial year fell by 11% to £478.4m, with a net loss of £126.0m.
In a year in which our revenue streams were adversely affected by COVID-19, we still generated an
increase in commercial activities, of 9%, as a result of the new partnership deal with PUMA which
began in July 2019. In particular, retail was a positive commercial story throughout the season – the
PUMA announcement led to our biggest ever kit launches and record-breaking sales, and demand
for the new kits continued even as the season was interrupted. Overall, we saw a 20% increase in
e-commerce, despite fewer matchdays and opportunities for engagement, as a result of a speedy
pivot to adapt to the changing environment, producing exercise-at-home and work-at-home ranges
and ideas to entertain children.
The annual Premier League survey, conducted in the early part of the season (before the pandemic),
shows that our fans continue to feel highly positive towards Manchester City. 99% reported positive
feelings towards the Club, 98% feel that we have a long-term vision and 93% say that we maintain
the ethos and traditions of the Club.
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CLUB REVENUES

CLUB PROFITABILITY

Decline of more than £50 million in revenues due to
COVID-19 – though still at a higher level than in 2016-17

Significant net loss due to COVID-19, the postponement of
games into the next financial year and delayed player trading

SOURCE: Manchester City
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FAN PERCEPTIONS
Support from Manchester City fans for the Club’s performance overall
Proportion of match attenders surveyed who agree that their club performs
well in the following areas, or overall sentiment towards their club

98% 93% 91% 99%
HAS A LONG-TERM
VISION

MAINTAINS THE
ETHOS AND
TRADITIONS OF
THE CLUB

SUSTAINABLE
FINANCIAL POLICY

FEEL POSITIVE
TOWARDS THEIR
CLUB

SOURCE: Premier League Matchday Fan Experience Survey 2019-20
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CITY PEOPLE
When the country went into lockdown, almost overnight, we switched from having hundreds of people working,
eating and socialising at the Etihad Campus to asking everyone to work at home.
From the policies to the processes that govern everyone’s day-to-day lives, every single part of the organisation
required attention to make sure we were supporting people to do their jobs and to feel safe and cared for.
Protecting and supporting our people was the overarching priority in our response. Understanding the varying care
roles that many staff were suddenly undertaking, we waived the unpaid element of the dependant leave policy and
took the decision very early on not to furlough any staff. Where possible, people were re-deployed to other parts
of the business, with staff transferred to 35 different projects – from Hospitality Sales Reps joining Operations
Development to Tour Guides joining Reception Teams.
Regular, quality communications were a vital part of our response. From the start, we endeavoured to keep our
people as well-informed as possible. Our Leadership Team provided regular updates through virtual briefings and
Q+A sessions, and we quickly rolled out new ways to connect with our teams, including podcasts and virtual coffee
mornings. A dedicated COVID-19 hub on our staff intranet was regularly updated with FAQs, guides and advice.
Being able to measure how people were feeling was important. Our staff consultation forum, In The City, made up
of 15 volunteer representatives, was consulted every week, and we created a dedicated COVID-19 inbox which
received more than 150 specific requests.  
After over 450 responses to our staff ‘pulse’ survey, we responded to the feedback by increasing our Learning
and Development opportunities to provide weekly sessions for all staff and launching ‘City Talks Zipped’ to bring
inspiration from world-class speakers.
Cognisant of the rise in mental health pressures brought about by the pandemic, we shared weekly information
on how people can access support for their mental health, including counselling services, advice for those dealing
with bereavement, specific workshops for managers, mindfulness sessions and more. Our existing internal mental
health working group (BeWell), made up of volunteers from around the business, launched a dedicated space on the
intranet to house all these key resources. Any staff member who reached out directly to say they were suffering with
their mental health was given a one-to-one session with the HR Team and a personalised action plan put in place to
support them.
We also provided new ways for our people to stay physically active, running virtual fitness classes from bootcamp
and yoga to dance fitness and football skills. And we encouraged people to stay connected with one another through
social events such as quiz nights, bingo and talent competitions led by our highly entertaining Stadium Tour Guides.
In August, once the country had come out of lockdown, we opened our offices in Manchester to those that wanted
to return. Again, the well-being of our people was at the forefront of our approach, with return being optional and
voluntary. Each member of every team had one-to-one sessions with their line manager, and members of the HR
team were ‘on call’ and at the office each day to deal with any mental health pressures, anxieties or concerns.
‘Best practice’ protocols were applied to ensure adherence with COVID-19 Secure workplace guidance, including
a one-way system, hand sanitiser stations, temperature screening and extra cleaning, plus a desk-booking app to
help the facilities team prepare each day.
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“We are a Club that pulls together when times get
tough. This period has been difficult and uncertain for
so many reasons, but every person in our club has
exemplified the spirit of Manchester City.”
Ferran Soriano, Chief Executive Officer

“We help over 10,000 young people every week and we didn’t
want their support network to disappear. It was a real team effort
between the Community team, our content and marketing teams
to produce content that our local community and fans around the
world could use to keep fit and help look after their mental health
as they needed to stay at home.”
Lisa McKay, City in the Community

“I joined Manchester City in April, at the height of the COVID-19
concerns in the UK. Supporting our Facilities team remotely, especially
with the resumption of Premier League games, has been a fantastic
learning experience for me. This Club has been so welcoming, and I
have been blown away by the level of detail and focus on safety to help
protect our players, staff, fans and the community. I feel very lucky to
work here.”
Holley Matthews, Facilities
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“This is my 26th year working for Manchester City, and during that
time, there’s been many changes. There’s one thing that always
stays the same and that is the fantastic people who work here. Each
and every person came together to help our community, especially
here in Manchester. It’s a moment we should never forget.”
Janet Evans, Laundry

“Whilst many people were working from home, there was a need to have
a maintenance presence on the Etihad Campus. It is an intelligent and
complex site with many critical life safety and essential and bespoke
systems which need to be checked, serviced and maintained. It’s not like
going on your annual two-week holiday where you unplug the kettle and
toaster and put the front room light on a timer. The team were fully motivated
and engaged and are a credit to themselves – for we all pulled together in
the same direction to deliver a safe and secure place to work.”
Pete Goodwin, Maintenance
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CITY PEOPLE
Support for Manchester City staff during COVID-19
On a five-point scale (where 4 means “Agree” and “5” is “Strongly agree”),
Manchester City staff gave the Club an average score of more than 4.5 for:

“I believe the company has
made my safety a priority”

“I have the resources I
need t o continue my work”

“I feel that the level of
communication has
been good”

“I feel supported by
my manager”

SOURCE: Manchester City
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CISCO - BLUE MOON ACAPELLA
Together with our partner Cisco, the worldwide leader in virtual
collaboration technology, we helped to create new ways for fans to
connect with the team even though they couldn’t attend matches
in person.
So, to celebrate the final game of the Premier League season, we
created a fan-led rendition of the team anthem Blue Moon, which was
recorded and facilitated via Cisco Webex.
This moving two-minute film served as a show of support from fans to
players, and features City fans and celebrities Jason Manford and Ricky
Hatton, women’s team stars Steph Houghton and Jill Scott, and men’s
Club legends Micah Richards and Joleon Lescott. The campaign also
included two 30-second promotional spots, one in the build-up to the
Champions League match against Real Madrid and the other showing
Manchester City stars as they react to the heartfelt messages directly
from the fans.
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TECNO – CITYZENS GIVING INDIA
With COVID-19 hitting India especially hard, TECNO decided
to divert their in-market activation assets to support local
communities in the country.
The phone-based communication and awareness programme was
set up in Kolkata to provide vital messaging and support to over
10,000 low-income families during the COVID-19 crisis and in the
aftermath of Cyclone Amphan.
In total, 30 City Football Group Young Leaders were trained in the
programme, 13,800 families were supported and TECNO donated
mobile phones to further support the initiative.
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PARTNERS

WE KICKED OFF THE SEASON WITH
THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF A NEW
TEN-YEAR PARTNERSHIP WITH
PUMA IN JULY 2019.

As part of the launch – our biggest ever – we revealed brand-new home and away kits inspired
by Manchester industrial and cultural heritage, while the launch party featured local artist Bugzy
Malone and a DJ set by Joleon Lescott, and the giant PUMA cat light boxes at the Etihad Stadium
were officially switched on. The kit launch resulted in our highest ever day-one trade, a record that
went on to be beaten shortly after by the launch of the 125th Anniversary shirt.
This season we also celebrated a number of renewals, a marker which we are always especially
proud of, as it demonstrates the enduring value to both parties, including with Korean tire company,
Nexen Tyre, which will continue as sleeve-partner for the fourth consecutive year and ongoing.
MarathonBet became our first ever training kit partner for the men’s and women’s teams, extending
their existing deal as Global Betting Partner.
We continued to attract new, exciting prestige brands to join our family of partners, welcoming
Cisco, Nestlé and Midea to the fold. All of our new partners pivoted in creative and thoughtful ways
following the COVID-19 outbreak – Midea created an ‘At Home Challenge’, Nestlé donated food for
City in the Community, PUMA offered free UK delivery, and Cisco’s video conferencing became a
central tool for connecting with fans and connecting fans with one another.
Accolades continued for our campaigns and activations, which took home seven major awards
this year, including two at the Asia Sports Industry Awards, and Best Partnership of the Year for
Manchester City and SAP at the Globe Soccer Awards 2019.
While the impact of COVID-19 has affected all parts of the global economy, we worked
collaboratively with our partners to manage the impact as well as possible. Our partnerships
continue to be considered best-in-class, driving tangible business impacts and high levels of
satisfaction and results for our partners, and we saw more than ever the importance of our strong
relationships and shared values in the wake of the pandemic.
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XYLEM END OF FOOTBALL
According to the UK Environmental Agency, we are just one
generation away from water scarcity touching every aspect of our
lives. To encourage football fans to engage with such a challenging
topic, we wanted to create an emotional film, incorporating all the
reasons why fans love the game, such as the pre-match rituals, the
noise of the crowd, and the bonds football create in families.
The final product is ‘The End of Football’, which tells the emotional story of
one girl’s life as a Manchester City fan, and how, in years to come, she will
be unable to pass on her family’s footballing traditions if our complacency
around water usage continues.
The opening image features an aged Phil Foden as City’s manager on the
final game City will play next to a dry and cracked Etihad pitch, creating a
shocking warning that we all need to act now to ‘save our future, and the
game we love’. The film reached 8.4 million people on social platforms,
with 1.9 million views and more than 200,000 positive engagements such
as shares.
Manchester City 2019-20 Annual Report
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ETIHAD AIRWAYS PLANE LIVERY
In October 2019, Etihad Airways unveiled a special Manchester
City-themed livery design on its new Boeing 787-9 Dreamliner.
City’s Chief Operating Officer Omar Berrada, City player Karen
Bardsley and City legend Joleon Lescott met the plane after its
inaugural journey from Abu Dhabi to Manchester. The specially
painted airplane has been flying in and out of destinations including
Manchester, Jordan, Spain, Indonesia and China. The new Citythemed livery is the first since 2011, when Etihad Airways unveiled
the “Blue Moon Rising” A330-200 in celebration of its second daily
service to Manchester.
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TECNO RACE TO MANCHESTER CITY
TECNO Race to Manchester City was a free virtual race around the
world to Manchester for fans in India.
Over 40,000 participants took part in teams of two, logging their steps
daily for the 60-day race. They competed in daily competitions and
quizzes and one lucky team won the grand prize – a trip to watch City
play at the Etihad Stadium.
The 90-day campaign saw a total of 35 million impressions and more
than one million engagements across all platforms. The activation won
awards for Best Asian Engagement and Best Asian Partnership at the
Mass Participation World Awards 2019, and the Best Fan Engagement
Campaign of the Year at the Asia Sports Industry Awards 2019.
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NISSAN JUKE LAUNCH
City stars Kevin De Bruyne, Kyle Walker and İlkay Gündoğan
were challenged by Nissan to create a teaser film in one hour
featuring the Next Generation Nissan Juke.
The 2.5-minute video, ‘A Little Bit Quick’, follows the drama of
two special agents chasing the evil Dark Illy. The players worked
with a professional film crew and had to come up with characters
and storylines as well as taking part in the action and car chase
scenes. 2.4 million people watched the video, and there were
310,000 engagements.
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DIVERSITY
&INCLUSION

THIS YEAR MORE THAN EVER –
WITH THE IMPACT OF THE COVID-19
PANDEMIC AND THE RESURGENCE
OF THE BLACK LIVES MATTER
MOVEMENT – WE HAVE BEEN
REMINDED OF THE POWER OF
FOOTBALL AS A UNIFYING FORCE.
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Premier League players and coaches took the knee before kick-off for every game when the
Premier League season restarted in June, and City players had the words ‘Black Lives Matter’
replacing their names on their shirts for the opening match. As an additional initiative, we
announced funding to establish new partnerships with anti-discrimination charities as part
of the Club’s ongoing work to tackle racism and promote inclusion in Manchester.
How we use matchdays is really important in amplifying our messages, and this year across
several home games at the Etihad Stadium we showcased the Rainbow Laces campaign,
No Room For Racism, Heads Up Mental Health and International Women’s Day (when we also
launched the new Same City, Same Passion video).
Manchester Pride is one of the biggest, most welcoming and inclusive events of the city’s
calendar – to mark this year’s event in August 2019, we proudly raised the rainbow flag at
the Etihad Stadium, helped our supporters group the Canal Street Blues to take part in the
parade with branding for the bus, and launched a bespoke Manchester City Limited Edition Pride
Shirt, created by PUMA and Manchester Metropolitan University with Football v Homophobia.
We also launched the City Football Group Women’s Network in July 2020,
an active and empowering resource for City staff.
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SUSTAINABILITY

THIS SEASON WE FORMALISED OUR
SUSTAINABILITY ACTION PLAN,
WHICH INCLUDES SEVEN THEMES
COVERING A RANGE OF IMPORTANT
TOPICS, EACH OF WHICH IS
OVERSEEN BY A SUSTAINABILITY
ACTION GROUP.
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In the stadium, single-use plastics have been eradicated, staff have been provided with
personalised Gatorade refillable water bottles, and all non-sustainable consumables have
been removed across our operational sites. We also joined the Green Tourism Business
Scheme, a national scheme that recognises sustainable businesses.
In the period until March, we reduced our year-on-year electricity consumption by 9%, our gas
consumption by 6% and waste by 4%. By addressing our energy consumption and replacing
fixtures and fittings, our CO2 footprint reduced by 12%.
We worked with our Club Partner Xylem to review our potable and harvested water and
identified a range of further efficiencies and usage options.
For fans, at the start of the season, we introduced a ‘Walk to the match’ to reduce car use and
congestion, and to encourage active travel, and we trialled fan care share promotions for the
first time too.
The formerly heavily-industrial 80-acre City Football Academy (CFA) site is home to a diverse
range of wildlife, wildflower and grasses, and this year we found bank voles and never-seenbefore spiders for the first time, and built ‘bug hotels’ to help develop the natural environment.
We were very proud to win the IOG Environment/Ecology Project of the Year for 2019.
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ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENTS

11%

100%

Reduction in CO2 footprint up to the
postponement of the season in February 2020

Complete removal of single-use plastics
throughout the stadium and staff catering
operations achieved in autumn 2019

This was due to energy consumption initiatives,
including LED lighting and replacement of other
fixtures and fittings – steady progress towards
the target of annual reductions of 15%

This follows a successful pilot last season. A new
trial was undertaken to remove all PET bottles
(for beer and soft drinks) in the South Stand

SOURCE: Manchester City
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ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENTS

90
ALMOST

Number of species resident in 2020
Further expansion of the CFA green corridor
with plant and wildlife habitats continuing to thrive.
Developments this year include the discovery
of bank voles living at CFA and the creation
of ‘bug hotels’ to aid the natural environment

WINNER
Institute of Groundsmanship
Environmental/Ecology Project of the Year
IOG Industry Award 2019 for
the City Football Academy

SOURCE: Manchester City
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